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Think Prime Time – concerning sales volume and employee                            

esz AG from Eichenau is one of „Bayerns Best 50" 

The Bavarian Ministry of Trade and Commerce has awarded the prize "Bayerns Best 50" for 

the tenth time. One of the award-winners is the families run enterprises esz AG calibration & 

metrology from Eichenau. Here, decision makers think prime time. How? With increasing 

sales volume and growing employees. 

The requirement on the participating enterprises from Bavaria was defined clearly: Who can produce 

an owner run enterprise that has grown particularly strongly within the last five years, this one 

applies for the award and face the proof concerning constant turnover growth and steadily rising 

number of employees. 

When diploma engineer Siegfried Fleischmann read this, he did not hesitate long and advertised his 

enterprise. „When I then had our application documents in front of me and when I´ve reread every 

detail, I almost did not recognize my enterprise. It is one thing to take a seat behind the desk and to 

work off the things, which queue every day. But is an other thing, to see the enterprise in numbers 

and facts summarized in an application briefcase”, so the senior boss. He put the foundation stone 

for this award, in the early 70s with the decision to run his own business. 

Stately Size 

The enterprise is specialized on the calibration of electrical, visual, mechanical and physical 

measurements. What has begun with a small team in Eichenau has grown to a stately size 

enterprise within the past 30 years. 

With over 100 employees at the headquarters in Eichenau, branch offices all over Germany and 

Austria the enterprise advanced to one of the leading and most modern metrology laboratories in 

Europe within the last years. “Actually, we already have fulfilled the requirements of the “Bayerns 

Best 50” 25 years ago, but we have never considered applying for a price”, so Philip Fleischmann, 

family businessman in the second generation. But applying for a business award was a very well 

considered step in to public. “Yes, we want to draw the attention of the public to us. But it is not self-

importance”, explains Philip Fleischmann. “It was our request and is to win new employees. We 

grow further and need reinforcements in all areas! Also qualified employees have a look at a 

potential employer: Does he offer future prospects, is he solidly, is the future job an economically 

stable one? In these cases awards come in handy and are a great plus for the company”, explains 

Philip Fleischmann the internal considerations. 

Driving Force of Bavaria 

The winners were not determined by the Bavarian Ministry of Trade and Commerce but by the 

inhabitants of the auditing and consultancy firm Rölfs Partner in Munich. From 203 enterprises in the 

beginning only 191 were accredited for the competition. The engaged accountants have then 

ascertained the 50 prize winners and investigated the economic performance of the “Bayerns Best 

50" at the same time: In sum the winners have increased the number of her employees by 65% 

within the last five years, what corresponds to a positive balance of more than 14.500 employees. 

Besides that, they did increase their sales volume in the same time period by more than 70% on 

over 4 billions euro. 



 

Assumed with pride 

Chairman of the supervisory board Siegfried Fleischmann is happy. “It would be wrong to claim that 

we are not proud to receive such an award. Everybody is happy, if he is being praised. Everything 

else would be wrong modesty. And I think that our employees also enjoy working in one of the best 

enterprises of Bavaria. Besides that: these employees are part of our success.”  

 

esz AG calibration & metrology is one of the leading 

metrology laboratories in Europe. Core competencies include 

calibration, repair, asset management and logistical service in 

the field of industrial measuring technique.  

Customized solutions, a great performance portfolio as well 

as cost transparency highlight esz AG calibration & 

metrology. World leading and global operating companies 

count on the reliability of this metrology laboratory with head-

quarters in Eichenau already for over 30 years. 

 

 


